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Grade-Appropriate Tests and Lessons That Build Close Reading
and Critical Thinking Skills
ReadyTest A-Z provides a series of online, scaffolded practice tests for grades 3-5 that gives students
valuable practice transferring close reading and critical thinking skills to summative ELA assessments.
In addition, ReadyTest A-Z provides teachers with instructional materials to model specific reading
skills and strategies, and includes automated reporting to help teachers monitor performance and
guide instruction.

Key Features
•• Grade-appropriate, online practice tests help students
transfer close reading skills to grade-level passages.
•• Multiple levels of built-in support, including instant
feedback and highlighted clues in text, facilitate
self-learning.
•• Teacher-led lessons model effective reading skills and
strategies to build confidence and increase stamina.
•• Automated reports show student progress and inform
teachers about areas that require additional instruction.
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support services. Contact us at sales@learninga-z.com or 866-889-3731 to learn more.

Skill-Building Practice Tests
ReadyTest A-Z offers a series of scaffolded practice tests for grades 3–5 that provides experience
with a variety of question formats. Each online practice test features multiple levels of built-in support,
including instant feedback on all correct and incorrect answers, as well as highlighted clues in the text
to guide students to the information they’ll need to find the right answer.

Printable and Projectable Lessons
ReadyTest A-Z also includes teacher-led lessons
that develop reading skills, build confidence, and
increase stamina. Each lesson introduces and models
a specific skill or strategy, such as analyzing various
text structures, performing close analysis of texts,
self-monitoring comprehension, and maintaining
focus for increasing lengths of time.

Help your students develop their close reading
and critical thinking skills.
Order ReadyTest A-Z today!
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